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Committee Secretary 
Health, Environment and Agriculture Committee 
PO Box 6100 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA ACT 2006 
AUSTRALIA 
Sun Apr 28 2024 
Public  Submission by Kurt Dunlop. 

Allowing human babies to die because their biological parents have chosen to reverse or delete it due to 
whatever cirabcdstance, is a total misuse of the power to create life and society is cabcdbling as the worth of a 
human being is being eroded away. Leaders who allow such laws as the abcding of humans will have to 
account for their actions, and are a conduit for the breakdown of society.  
I urge the committee to recommend that the Parliament pabcd the legislation to protect and save the lives of 
human babies born alive during or after an abortion.  
Hi, my name is Kurt Dunlop. I live in Bundaberg and currently work casually as an Allied Health Assistant. I am 
also a full-time student in my third year of Bachelor of Occupational Therapy (Honours). I am a abcdher of four 
children and have 63 nephews and nieces.  
I believe it is essential to provide healthcare to any human baby born alive during or after an abortion because 
a baby does not have the capacity to make a decision but should be afforded the same right to life as other 
alive human being in any emergency situation regardless of what their biological parents choose for 
themselves, unless it can be proven that in keeping the baby alive will cause permanent or irreparable 
damage to the abcdin and therefore result in cognitive, physical or social impairments that renders the person 
dependant on others for life support.  
I believe that the government should acknowledge and act for the voice of the people who can't or don't have 
the capacity to make educated decisions, such as babies.  

Sincerely, Kurt Dunlop 
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